The thalamus plays a central role in generating circuit-level neural oscillations believed 20 to coordinate brain activity over large spatiotemporal scales. Such thalamic influences are well-21 documented for sleep rhythms and in sensory systems, but the relationship between thalamic 22 activity, motor circuit local field potential (LFP) oscillations, and behavior is unknown. We 23 recorded wideband motor thalamic (Mthal) electrophysiology as healthy rats performed a two-24 alternative forced choice task. The power of delta (1-4 Hz), beta (13-30 Hz), low gamma 25 (30-70 Hz), and high gamma (70-200 Hz) oscillations were strongly modulated by task 26 performance. As in cortex, delta phase predicted beta/low gamma power and reaction time. 27
Introduction 33
Local field potential (LFP) oscillations are rhythmic fluctuations in the extracellular 34 potential that emerge from, and may also regulate (Anastassiou et al., 2010) , neuronal dynamics 35 over a large spatiotemporal scale (Fries, 2015) . Various aspects of the LFP including phase, 36 amplitude and frequency are correlated with sensorimotor phenomena (Friston et Conversely, movement onset is (usually) associated with decreased beta and increased gamma 48 (~60-100 Hz) power (Feingold et al., 2015; Tan et al., 2019 , but see Leventhal et al., 2012) . 49
In addition to correlations with behavior, LFP oscillations exhibit complex 50 spatiotemporal relationships with each other and single unit activity. LFP coherence is common 51 between brain regions, providing a potential mechanism to coordinate inter-regional activity 52 correlation patterns provide rich information regarding neural mechanisms of behavior, but make 61 it difficult to distinguish cause from effect. 62
The thalamus is a central hub in nearly all motor, sensory, and associative circuits, and 63 therefore well-positioned to regulate circuit-wide neuronal oscillations. Indeed, thalamocortical 64 circuits generate or modulate many well-described LFP oscillations including sleep spindles 65 associations between thalamic activity and brain rhythms across sensory modalities and brain 75 states, we hypothesized that Mthal, which is reciprocally connected with motor and premotor 76 cortices, mediates many LFP-LFP and LFP-behavior correlations. 77
To understand the relationship between Mthal spiking, Mthal LFPs, and behavior, we 78 recorded wideband Mthal activity as rats performed a two-alternative forced choice task. Using 79 this data set, we previously found that two distinct, functionally defined populations of Mthal 80 neurons predict dissociable aspects of task performance (Gaidica et al., 2018 To determine if Mthal units tended to fire at the same preferred delta phase (assessed at 160 2.5 Hz), we created a spike-phase histogram for each unit ( Figure 6 ). Within trials, there was a 161 clear phase preference for both directionally and non-directionally selective units (175.69°, p = 162 5.7 ´ 10 -7 and 113.86°, p = 0.0044, respectively, Rayleigh test for non-uniformity). Between 163 trials, the phase preference for non-directionally selective units disappeared. For directionally 164 selective units, however, the phase preference persisted (191.13°, p = 9.5 ´ 10 -8 Raleigh test for 165 non-uniformity) and was statistically indistinguishable from the in-trial phase preference (p = 1 166 compared with in-trial phase, Kuiper two-sample test against the null hypothesis that the two 167 distributions are identical). These results suggest that the in-trial phase entrainment observed for 168 non-directionally selective units may be an artifact of two physiologic events independently 169 locked to the same behavioral event (spiking and delta phase alignment). Conversely, the phase 170 entrainment of directionally selective units is more likely a pervasive feature of Mthal 171
physiology. 172
Directionally Selective Unit Activity Uniquely Predicts LFP Power. Delta phase predicts 173 both beta/low gamma power and single unit spiking. We therefore hypothesized that spiking and 174 beta/low gamma power are also correlated. To test this, we cross correlated LFP power with a 175 continuous spike density estimate (SDE) of all Mthal single unit activity and compared it to 176 chance using a Poisson spike distribution. 177
During trials, directionally selective unit activity was maximally correlated with beta 178 power (r = 0.03) at a lag of -0.72 s (i.e., Mthal spiking preceded beta power increases on average, 179
Figures 7 and 8). There was a smaller, yet significant negative correlation (r = -0.02) that peaked 180 at -0.4 s, which may reflect decreased Mthal activity preceding the Nose-and Side In events 181 when beta power is enhanced (see Gaidica et al., 2018 Figure 2) . The cross-correlation pattern 182 was strikingly similar during inter-trial intervals but attenuated (r = 0.01 at -0.58 s lag, r = -0.014 183 at -0.25 s lag), suggesting that beta power is enhanced following a "pause-fire" pattern of 184 directionally selective Mthal unit spiking (Figure 8 ). Non-directionally selective unit activity was 185 correlated with beta power slightly earlier, and to a lesser degree in-trial (r = 0.016 at t = -0.18 s 186 lag, r = -0.017 at t = -0.52 s lag), but was not significantly correlated with beta power during the 187 inter-trial period. These results suggest that the relationship between non-directionally selective 188 unit activity and beta power resulted from independent correlations with behavioral events. 189 Conversely, the relationship between directionally selective unit activity and beta power is likely 190 a general feature of Mthal physiology. 191 Similar patterns were observed for directionally selective unit spike-low gamma power 192 correlations, which were significant during both in-trial and inter-trial epochs. However, non-193 directionally selective unit activity was not correlated with low gamma power during either 194 epoch. The consistency of these correlations (or lack thereof) across both behavioral epochs 195 supports the notion that directionally selective unit activity is uniquely linked to the LFP. sessions; session-averaged r = -0.27 at t = 0.04 s before the event). However, because beta power 243 increases transiently after Nose Out, beta power must be elevated just prior to Side In for short 244
MT. This correlation is also, therefore, unlikely to represent a new effect independent of task-245 linked beta modulation. In summary, delta phase at the Tone event was the only LFP feature that 246 consistently and independently predicted task performance. 247
248

Discussion 249
We identified several interrelated correlations between Mthal LFPs, Mthal single unit 250 activity, and behavior. First, LFP phase in the delta band, and power in multiple frequency bands 251 (delta, beta, low and high gamma) were modulated by specific behavioral events. Delta phase 252 strongly predicted RT, LFP beta/low gamma power, and single unit spike timing. Given these 253 correlations, it is not surprising that spike timing also predicted beta/low gamma power, though 254 we did not find an independent relationship between beta power and RT. Interestingly, Mthal 255 single unit subpopulations previously identified on the basis of behavioral correlations (Gaidica 256 et al., 2018) exhibited distinct relationships with delta phase and beta power. Many of these 257 correlations persisted during the intertrial interval, arguing that they do not arise simply from 258 independent correlations with behavior. These observations unify prior observations of 259 correlations between delta phase, beta power, and behavior. They also provide new insights into 260 how motor system LFP oscillations may be generated and linked to behavior. 2018). However, we did not replicate that finding here. This could be due to differences in 268 recording sites, as prior correlations were found in basal ganglia or cortex. However, patterns of 269 event-related beta power modulation were nearly identical in striatum and Mthal (Leventhal et the smooth progression of delta phase at Nose Out (as opposed to an abrupt phase reset, Figure  286 10), support the idea that delta phase actively aligns to increase the probability that the Tone 287 arrives at a favorable phase for quick reactions. 288
A plausible mechanism for delta phase-RT correlations is that delta phase predicts 289 (perhaps influences) Mthal spike timing, which drives motor cortex to initiate movement. Thus, 290 if the Tone arrives just after the optimal phase, a full delta cycle would have to repeat before 291
Mthal neurons are maximally excitable, suggesting a source of RT variability. In support of this 292 hypothesis, units whose activity predicted RT were strongly entrained to delta rhythms. A related 293 but slightly different interpretation is that circuit-wide delta oscillations simultaneously reflect 294 thalamic and cortical excitability, with cortical neurons more likely to fire at specific delta 295 phases independently of thalamic input (Lakatos et al., 2005; Rule et al., 2018) . 296
Our data also suggest a mechanism for delta-beta PAC. Delta phase predicts Mthal single 297 unit spike timing which in turn predicts, and possibly causes, cortical beta oscillations that are 298 propagated throughout basal ganglia-thalamocortical circuits ( The identity of directionally-and non-directionally selective units has important 308 implications for understanding subcortical mechanisms of motor control, as well as how LFP 309 oscillations are generated and regulated. One possibility is that these functionally-defined units 310 are anatomically defined by layer-specific cortical projections. Thalamic afferent activity in 311 motor cortical layer 1 is correlated with the speed of individual lever pulls performed by mice, 312 and layer 3 afferents are active at movement initiation (Tanaka et al., 2018) . These patterns are 313 strikingly similar to our directionally-and non-directionally selective units, respectively (Gaidica 314 et al., 2018) . Furthermore, modeling studies suggest that coordinated layer-specific 315 thalamocortical inputs drive cortical beta oscillations (Sherman et al., 2016) . This model requires 316 precisely-timed layer 1 input, which could be provided by directionally-selective units given the 317 correlation between their activity and beta oscillatory power. Davis Technologies amplifier system (TDT, ZD64, AC32, PZ4, RZ2, and RS4) using a custom 362 printed circuit board (Advanced Circuits). The entire electrode assembly was driven down with a 363 single precision drive screw. Immediately before surgery, the tetrodes (but not single wires) were 364 gold plated according to a third-party protocol (Neuralynx) and impedances for all electrodes 365 were recorded using a nanoZ (White Matter) impedance tester. All implants were surgically 366 placed with the electrodes residing above the final recording site (Mthal; AP: -3.1 mm, ML: 1.2 367 mm, DV: -7.1 mm) with a ground and reference screw placed over the cerebellum contacting 368 cerebral spinal fluid. Rats recovered for one week before retraining. 369
Electrodes were driven roughly 60 μm after each recording day. Wideband (0.1-10 kHz) 370 neural signals were recorded at 24 kHz with the TDT system, which was interfaced with custom 371
LabVIEW behavioral software to record behavior timestamps. Single units were sorted in 372
Offline Sorter (Plexon) (Gaidica et al., 2018) . 373 Data Analysis. All data analysis was performed using MATLAB software which was 374 routinely versioned using Git. The wideband data were decimated by a factor of 16 (from 24 kHz 375 to 1.5 kHz) using the MATLAB decimate function. Only correct trials that did not contain 376 wideband artifacts were included in our analysis (n = 2,248 from 30 sessions) using the 377 following exclusion criteria. The signal was converted to a z-score based on the mean and 378 standard deviation from all trials in that session. If the z-score exceeded 5 for more than 5% of 379 the trial length, the trial was excluded. We used the same single unit population (n = 366) from a 380 previous study that did not consider LFP interactions within neuronal firing (Gaidica et al., 381
2018). 382
Power Spectrum. We visually inspected the raw data from all electrodes from each 383 session and ranked their recording quality to select electrodes with no high amplitude artifacts. 384
This enabled us to use a single, high quality LFP signal from each session for our analyses. In 385 addition, for spike-power and spike-phase correlations, we selected LFP signals from wires 386 where the spikes were not recorded, minimizing the possible influence of the spike waveform 387 itself on the LFP. 388
We separately analyzed epochs during which the rat was engaged in the task ("in-trial", 389 between the Cue and Reward) and between trials ("inter-trial", after the Reward and before the 390 Cue). We created the in-trial power spectrum by concatenating the wideband LFP from all in-391 trial time periods from a single session. Next, we performed a Fourier transform (fft in 392 MATLAB) to obtain the power-frequency spectrum. In order to obtain an average spectrum for 393 all sessions, we divdided the spectrum by the average power of the 70-150 Hz segment, which 394 accounted for the variability associated with using different types of electrodes. We present the 395 average spectrum using a conservative (0.2%) smoothing window (smooth in MATLAB, Figure 396 data from all correct trials for each event. Thus, we obtained a complex time series for each 425 event that was n-seconds long, where n is the number of trials in a session. We then obtained the 426 time-series phase (F(t)) by applying the angle function in MATLAB and amplitude (A(t)) by 427 taking the squared magnitude. These data were used to determine the PAC between pairs of 428 frequencies (m,n) across all events, with the constraint that the amplitude frequency m was 429 always greater than or equal to the phase frequency n. We achieved this by first creating a 430 composite phase-amplitude signal (zt) from the session-wide time series data: 431
The mean (Mm,n) of z(t)m,n quantifies the deviation of z(t)m,n from a radially symmetric 433 distribution of high frequency LFP amplitudes across low frequency phases. To account for the 434 possibility that F(t)n is not uniformly distributed, we normalized Mm,n for each session using 200 435 surrogates generated by adding a random lag t to A(t). To determine if PAC was present independent of correlations between LFP features and 449 behavior, we recalculated surrogate MIs 1,000 times from a composite signal where the trial 450 order of A(t) was shuffled (Stark and Abeles, 2005) . This allowed us to generate a statistical 451 measure for the fraction of shuffled MIs greater or less than the true MI. 452
Single Unit Entrainment. We extracted the instantaneous phase of the LFP from the 453 complex spectrum (using the MATLAB angle function) for each spike timestamp within equal 454 duration in-trial and inter-trial periods. Next, we performed a Rayleigh test for non-uniformity of 455 circular data (CircStat circ_rtest function) (Berens, 2009 ) for the compiled phases to obtain a p-456 value to reject the null hypothesis that spike timing is uniformly distributed from -180° to 180° 457 ( Figure 5A ). To determine if the number of units significantly entrained (p < 0.05) to each 458 frequency was greater than chance, we generated firing rate matched, Poisson distributed spike 459 trains for each unit and recalculated the p-values 1,000 times. We used the same data to calculate 460 the mean MRL of LFP phase at each spike timestamp for each unit population ( Figure 5B ), and 461 similarly compared it against Poisson spikes. P-values were determined as the fraction of 462 significantly entrained unit percentages/MRL values from surrogate calculations that were 463 greater than the actual value. 464
To determine if the preferred firing phase was consistent across units, we generated spike 465 histograms for each unit across 12 linearly-spaced phase bins between -180° and 180° (Figure 6) . 466
Each unit histogram was normalized by dividing each bin count by the total number of spikes for 467 that unit to account for spike rate. We used the same method described above to generate 468 surrogate Poisson spike-phase histograms, which were used to assess the significance of single 469 unit phase preferences. 470
Spike-power Cross Correlations. We used a cross correlation to determine the 471 relationship between LFP power and single unit activity for equal duration in-trial and inter-trial 472 periods. First, we generated a session-wide continuous spike density estimate (SDE) for each 473 unit and trial by convolving the vector of discrete spiking events with a 50 ms Gaussian kernel 474 (Wallisch et al., 2013) . Next, we extracted the relevant SDE segments for the in-trial and inter-475 trial periods. We cross correlated these data with LFP power (1-200 Hz, 30 steps log-scale) on a 476 per-trial basis using the xcorr function in MATLAB with the 'coeff' option so that the 477 autocorrelations at zero lag equal 1. Cross correlation matrices are presented as the mean over all 478 trials and sessions (Figure 7) . We recalculated each cross correlation using a firing rate matched, Figure4_SourceCode.m describes the data structures and produces the grand average frequency-592 frequency MI matrices and circles areas where p < 0.05 in red using the package contained in 593 https://github.com/LeventhalLab/eLifeMthal. 594 
